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South African direct insurer, Old Mutual
iWYZE have embarked on a company-wide
cloud and digital transformation, as they look
to future proof their systems by migrating to
Amazon Web Services (AWS). They have
partnered with Tia Technology, who have a
modern and reliable core insurance platform, a
strong working relationship with AWS and
other cloud providers, and a history of
assisting insurers realise their cloud and
digital strategies.
As part of their cloud journey, throughout 2019, Old Mutual
iWyze have successfully delivered on 12 strategic
initiatives, including an upgrade of their Tia installation from
version 6.4 to 7.7.
They chose Tia as their single-core policy administration
system due to its perfect functional fit for both their shortterm and life insurance business. The Tia upgrade to
version 7.7 allowed iWyze to access Tia’s Product Center,
which has enabled their users to easily configure and
quickly launch new products and brands into the market
and simplify their IT stack by consolidating three policy
administration systems into a single Tia solution.

iWyze is a direct insurance company operating under Old Mutual
Insure. Currently they are selling the following insurance products on
a single Tia enabled platform: short-term personal insurance, small to
medium enterprise commercial insurance, value added products
(Tyre and Rim, Scratch and Dent), Life and Accidental Death Benefit
insurance. In the near future they are planning to add 3 more
products to their Tia installation.

The Tia upgrade also gave them access to Tia’s REST
API’s, which enable quick and easy integration with ecosystem partners, further widening the operational
capabilities of the business.
“The increased speed to market and enhanced connectivity
have made iWyze more agile when responding to new
business opportunities. Our technical integration with
partners and external vendors is completed in a shorter
duration than it takes to complete the contracting”
Jan Marais, Head of Innovation and Efficiencies at Old
Mutual iWyze

Due to Tia’s configurability and connectivity around its core
system, Old Mutual iWyze were able to deliver all the
mentioned initiatives and upgrades in-house, and in just
one year, without engaging any external vendors and with
minimal IT involvement.
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Tia Technology provides an open and flexible software platform to
insurers all over the world. With over 20 years of experience and more
than 65 customers globally, Tia has deep insight into insurance
business processes. Offering the full scope of expert implementation,
application management and hosting services, we deploy our
expertise to help insurers execute their digital and business strategies
and stay competitive. Visit www.tiatechnology.com

